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Intro
Nathan:
I need my people
Lets come together
Times are changing
All these nations
Different faces

Chorus (x2)
Nathan:
I need my people
times are changing
all these nations
different faces
(We got the power!)
lets come together
(All around the world)

Verse 1:
Kyle:
Extra extra read all about it
yes sir, yes sir, we got the knowledge
and the power teach like college
let's just start with "we" being modest
palms embraced and smiling faces
lots of races, non-invasive
now's the day that we wash away
all the problems that we watched today
i feel the history, it's impressive
let's unite like the colors in the spectrum
let's run in the fields of love and
let's hug till we feel the love and
share a thought with a stranger tomorrow
you're not the only one with pain and some sorrow
the nations rise when the hateful dies
and thankful eyes, they will paint the skies
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Chorus (x2)
Nathan:
I need my people
times are changing
all these nations
different faces
(We got the power!)
lets come together
(All around the world)

Verse 2:
Kyle:
All my people (People!)
are you listening? (Yeah!)
pay attention, cause change is coming
see your neighbors as your equals
save each other, 'cause they're your people
because we got the power
were like a flower
here to bloom on the earth, the world is ours
yes, we got the power, it's on the hour
why should we bother?
because the world is ours
everybody, you hearing us?
this is serious, share a care with us
instead of getting furious when somethings fearing us
take a deep look inside and start bearing trust
the world mirrors us, life's a big reflection
keep your head up your eyes get a selection
strive for excellence and learn to love your planet
time is so golden, grow and understand it.

Chorus (x2)
Nathan:
I need my people
times are changing
all these nations
different faces
(We got the power!)
lets come together
(All around the world)

Bridge:
Kyle:
What do we want?! (We want the power!)
What do we want?! (We want the power!)
What do we need?! (We need the people!)
What do we need?! (We need the people!)

Group:
We can see times are changing



all these nations different faces
We can see times are changing...

Nate:
All around the world

Chorus (x2)
Nathan:
I need my people
times are changing
all these nations
different faces
(We got the power)
lets come together
(All around the world)

Outro:
Nathan:
Let's come together
I need my people
All these nations
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